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National Education Association (NEA) 

? The NEA has twisted and fractured our student’s ability to learn under any 

recognizable educational system.  

? The NEA is the cause of the declining test scores.  They are teaching to the 

lowest educated student in a class.  Leave no student behind leaves the brightest 

students behind.  

? The NEA removed hunter’s safety courses from schools. No child is taught the 

proper use of a gun. 

? The NEA removed discipline from the schools. No teacher or principal can 

discipline any student for any reason. 

? The NEA is the cause of school shootings. With no discipline, ever declining 

morals, low test scores and abortion the NEA is out of control and they push back 

parents that want to make a change.  On top of this, violent video games introduce 

children to a world that captivates them where life is seen as cheap and disposable.   

The school boards do nothing to change it and protect the NEA’s stance on making 

things worse. 

? The NEA changed the scientific method to a “consensus”. They have 

eliminated the student’s ability to learn from any recognizable scientific education 

standard. The scientific method is: Hypothesis with confirming data goes to theory.  

With more factual confirmation the data goes to scientific law. 

? What do you think will happen when most school students who graduate 

public schools find out the schools lied to them and they can’t get a job! A certain 

small percentage are likely to exact the kind of revenge they have been programed to 

in their video worlds.  

? At Kingsway we teach the correct scientific method, the students learn 

marketable skills and they remain safe while attending their classes.  We also 

welcome the parents input in what the family is trying to achieve and making that a 

reality for them.  
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